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753S DUET CHAIR - UPHOLSTERED SEAT
Duet is named for the two flowing lines of
timber that form the overall shape of the
chair. Originally created as a variation on the
classic Thonet bent-wood tradition, the Duet
Chair is actually made from a series of carved
wood components, revealing a stunning
composition of grain patterns. Once carved,
each component is joined with mortise and tenon
for a seamless, stable frame. Designed by
neri&hu and manufactured by De La Espada for
the neri&hu brand.
SIZE
W57.5 × D52.5 × H76.5 cm, seat height 46.5 cm,
arm height 69.5cm
W22 1/2 × D20 3/4 × H30 1/8 ”, seat height 18
2/3 ”, arm height 27 1/3 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut finished
with a Danish oil, American white oak finished
with a Danish oil or a white oil, European ash
stained brown or black, or black painted
European ash and a range of fabrics.
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753 DUET CHAIR - TIMBER SEAT
Duet is named for the two flowing lines of
timber that form the overall shape of the
chair. Originally created as a variation on the
classic Thonet bent-wood tradition, the Duet
Chair is actually made from a series of carved
wood components, revealing a stunning
composition of grain patterns. Once carved,
each component is joined with mortise and tenon
for a seamless, stable frame. Designed by
neri&hu and manufactured by De La Espada for
the neri&hu brand.
SIZE
W57.5 × D52.5 × H76.5 cm, seat height 45.5 cm,
arm height 69.5cm
W22 1/2 × D20 3/4 × H30 1/8 ”, seat height 18
”, arm height 27 1/3 ”
SPECIFICATION
Available in American black walnut finished
with a Danish oil, American white oak finished
with a Danish oil or a white oil, European ash
stained brown or black, or black painted
European ash.
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